Background
Challenges include defining and building appropriate annotation schemas, adequately training clinician annotators, and determining the appropriate level of information to be annotated.
Opportunities include narrowing the focus of information extraction to use case specific note types and sections, especially in cases where NLP systems will be used to extract information from large repositories of electronic clinical note documents.
Background
Much of the detailed phenotypic information that is necessary for translational research is only available in clinical note documents and the breadth of clinical information that can be extracted from these documents is profound. Over the last decade researchers have employed a variety of methods ranging from simple keyword based approaches to increasingly complex natural language processing (NLP) systems to extract information from electronic clinical note documents [1] [2] [3] [4] . However, significant modifications must be made to customize NLP systems to extract relevant phenotypic and other types of clinical data from different electronic medical record (EMR) systems. In addition, highly templated note documents like those that exist in the US Veteran's Administration Health Care System (VA EMR) pose specific challenges, and at the same time provide opportunities for development of NLP systems used for information extraction (IE) tasks. Equally challenging is to apply annotation methods to build annotated corpora and associated tasks that can be used to build reference standards required for performance evaluation of those systems.
Manual annotation tasks are time consuming, expensive, and require considerable effort on the part of human reviewers. 
Setting
This project was carried out at the VA Salt Lake City Health Care System in Salt Lake City, Utah which provides care for nearly 40,000 patients in Utah and surrounding states. Each year the VA provides care to almost 6 million veterans with an estimated 638,000 note documents entered each day at VA facilities nationwide.
In a previous study we conducted a semi-automated review of note documents extracted from the VA EMR using a combination of NLP and string searching coupled with a negation algorithm to identify patients with Inflammatory Bowel Disease (IBD) (n=91) 9 . For this pilot study we selected the 62 patients from Salt Lake City and a random sample of associated electronic clinical notes for these patients that were generated in a 6-month period (n=316).
Operational Definitions
Medical providers are trained to follow patterns when evaluating patients and writing clinical notes using section headings and note segments. These patterns are important to prevent omission of essential details and capture all necessary data for completeness and billing. We apply an operational definition of note templating and make a distinction between two types of pre-compiled or standardized documentation tools that appear in VA electronic note documents. We provide specific examples of these conditions in Figures 1 and 2 . signs or symptoms, diagnoses, procedures, and medications, and associated concept attributes described below ( Figure 3 ). Over the course of several pilot tests on a small corpus of note documents, the annotation schema and set of guidelines were pilot tested and iteratively refined ( Figure 4 ). We did not create a validation set that could be used for pilot testing or annotator training. However, for large scale annotation tasks where the specific task is complex and the resulting reference standard will be used to train and evaluate performance of NLP systems this step would be advised.
Annotation of Clinical Documents
Using a final version of the annotation guidelines and schema, we conducted an instance level annotation of the 316 note documents for our sample of IBD patients 5) the specific note section in which the concept was found; 5) three concept attributes describing granularity, relevance, and ambiguity 13 . We extend these last three additional properties from the information retrieval 14, 15 and terminology literature 16, 17 and define them as they were applied to the annotation task as follows: Figure 7 ).
Developing a Rules-Based Consensus Set
We reviewed disagreements identified from the completed and merged clinician annotation projects derived from the annotation task. We then developed specific rules to build a consensus set that we could apply programmatically using the following use case specific logic: 1) We selected annotations where spans from each annotator overlap and attributes have the same values; 2) In the case where annotation spans overlapped, but were not identical we selected for the shorter span; 3) We preserved concepts where one reviewer identified the concept and the other did not; 4)
In instances where annotations overlapped, but there was disagreement at the attribute level, we retained the values selected by the senior physician annotator.
Annotator Agreement and Levels of Evaluation
We estimate agreement between the two annotators for specific annotation tasks as described by Hripcsak 18, 19 and Roberts 20 , using Cohen's Kappa where true negatives were available and F-measure otherwise. We also report the distribution of concepts by concept class and specific attribute, clinical document type, and note section.
Results
The note corpus corresponding with the patient encounters selected for this pilot study included 316 notes with 92 unique note titles. We classified note documents into the following categories: primary care associated including new and established patient visits (40%), ancillary services for occupational therapy, nutrition and short addenda (31%), specialty clinic including the Gastro-intestinal (GI) clinic (15%), emergency department (8%) and peri-procedure related notes (6%). Clinician annotators completed a total number of 1,046 annotations related to our specific use case (IBD) that included annotations for concepts indicating signs and symptoms (Table 2) .
Concept and Concept Attribute Level Analysis
We calculated the average number of annotated concepts per document, stratified by document category and concept type ( contained the least numbers of annotated concepts, having 1 (0.1%) and 9 (0.9 %) concepts respectively.
We then calculated the prevalence of each annotated concept class in the top 2 most frequent sections it appeared in, as well as the attributes of the annotated concepts in terms of being ambiguous, relevant to IBD, granular at the atomic level, and granular at the clinical inference level (Table 3) . Over two-thirds (72%) of annotated terms used for signs and symptoms were identified as being ambiguous.
Clinician annotators selected only 18 (2%) terms representing medications they believed were ambiguous with reference to goal IBD concepts. Most of the concept ambiguity identified by clinician annotators resulted from use of abbreviations, synonyms, as well as use of concepts that require post-coordination to make clinical inferences. Though not quantified, there were instances of boxes and checklists "unchecked" that resulted in ambiguity.
All annotated medications, and the majority of annotated diagnoses (98%), procedures (87%), and signs and symptoms (65%) were deemed granular at the atomic level (concept stands on its own). However none of the identified concepts denoting signs and symptoms were believed granular enough at the level of clinical inference for IBD. On the other hand, clinician reviewers determined that most annotated medications (82%) and diagnoses (77%) were granular at the clinical inference level. Over 95% of annotated concepts were considered relevant to IBD due to the fact that the notes were drawn from encounters of patients known to have IBD.
Annotators also identified specific attributes describing contextual features for concept negation, temporality, and experiencer ( Table 5 ). The majority of concepts denoting signs and symptoms (61%) were found to be negated. Reason for service could not be ascertained for 98% of all annotated concepts for diagnoses. The majority of concepts for signs and symptoms (66%) were associated with concepts describing acute conditions, whereas the majority of procedures (60%) were associated with concepts describing chronic conditions. Finally, in our random sample of notes, an experiencer other than the patient was identified in only 1 out of 249 (0.4%) annotated diagnoses and in none of the other concept classes. This last finding has important implications for translational research particularly for conditions like Crohn's disease known to have a genetic component.
Discussion
We have identified specific challenges and opportunities posed by highly templated clinical note documents including identifying note types or sections that will provide the highest concept yield, and adequately training NLP systems to accurately process templated note sections. "Unchecked" boxes in checklists also pose a dilemma for clinical inferencing. Depending on the clinical question, resources could be directed to process and review those note types with the highest expected yield. Moreover, other types of information could certainly be extracted from clinical narratives besides those in our annotation schema. Also algorithmic approaches could be developed and applied to identify specific note sections and templated note structures. There may also be opportunities to code section headings and template types using the UMLS or a terminology such as SNOMED-CT that allows coordination of concepts. Note sections could also be extracted in a standardized format using the HL7 CDA model.
Our results and conclusions are drawn from data representing an example of only one chronic disease. We purposefully selected documents from patients known to have IBD and did not review documents for patients not known to have IBD. We arrived at a rules-based consensus set that was derived by looking at a subset of note documents containing the highest number of concepts. This was a practical approach considering the duration of time required for clinician annotators to individually annotate the full corpus of 316 documents.
There is also an implied need to add a measure of uncertainty to our annotation schema since agreement was low at the concept attribute level. Additionally, it is necessary to conduct rigorous and adequate discussions of the lexicon used for and common interpretations and definitions of how concept attributes are to be applied prior to and during annotation tasks 11, 19, 21 . It became evident that clinicians over the course of the annotation task used an evolving understanding of our annotation schema and developed internal definitions that may have drifted over time. We could not quantify this drift given our study design and data from the resulting annotated corpus.
Conclusions
The results of this pilot study will inform further work at the VA, where major efforts are underway to build annotated corpora and apply NLP methods to large data repositories. We provide an example of a fairly complex annotation schema applied to highly templated note documents. When confronted with a large data repository of electronic clinical documents, it is likely that it is only necessary to apply IE tools on certain note types and/or note sections to identify phenotypic information useful for translational research. However, defining specific information to be annotated depends on the clinical questions asked and at what level one wishes to extract information from clinical text.
These methods could be expanded to further enhance medical terminologies with the goal of building ontologic representations and knowledge bases for specific medical domains. Active learning methods could also be applied to combine the tasks of expert human annotation and training of NLP systems. Finally, we propose that the CDA could be used to identify specific note types and sections to reduce the burden of searching notes for relevant clinical question dependent information.
Author's contributions Gray highlights constitute headings and subheadings by our schema. Bolded text indicates the span of templated text that was related to Diarrhea. In this case, Diarrhea is at least dependent on the [ ] brackets to interpret its presence. "3 to 4 per day" represents free text placed in an area that it was not meant to be entered, which depends on "[X] Diarrhea" to make sense. In a broader sense, it still relies on its relation to GASTROINTESTINAL, D. GI-ENDOCRINE SYSTEMS, BIOPHYSICAL and the instruction clause to give proper context. By and large, the elements listed here are able to stand on their own below the predefined headings of "Past Medical History and HPI/Active problems". Although this appears to be free-text, an interesting part of this excerpt is that it incorporates dependency structures traditionally used by templates at the subheading level. For example, "crohns-stable" relies on its heading to give proper framing. In this case, we find templated text, with the absence of text after "colon screening" probably indicating that the provider either ignored or neglected it, or meant it to be negated. It was a goal concept and thus marked, but colonoscopy probably was not performed and thus the concept is irrelevant in that it does not contribute to the presence or absence of IBD. In the top example, "colitis" probably represents IBD, but it is certainly not definitive. In the bottom example, although it is inferred that "AS" is probably ankylosing spondylitis, the same abbreviation can also be used for aortic stenosis and sclerosis. These are both conditions that are common among older veterans. In the case of Granularity (atomic): "IBD", "azathioprine", and "infliximab" would be coded as granular as they were independent at the goal concept level. "Flare" is not as we must infer that the provider is talking about a Crohn's disease flare.
In the case of Granularity (clinical inference): "Crohn's" disease is granular at the level of being able to make a clinical inference of IBD, but "steroids" by itself cannot invoke an inference of any particular disease. Tables   Table 1 
